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-----------Part of a message from Saint Germaine dd. 5-2-14
Jumping Timelines, False Flags, and Creating Paradise
I will explain. We communicate telepathically with our Masters on the ground. They
envision the Master Plan with the combination of Heartmind and Soulmind, as we have
called it, that creates a portal to Love energy from Creator/One. This includes all
the love energy we feel as well. In combining this Love with the vision of Earthly
Paradise which is our hope for the next phase of life on Planet Earth, they create
that reality. It can now be experienced, linking the vision of an accelerated
timeline with the current reality on the ground. This must be done in order to
"jump the timeline" while keeping the continuity of experience for those on the
ground.
You, Beloved Humans, are already in the flow of experiencing a greatly accelerated
version of the playing out of those events which have been predicted for Earth. It
was our great hope that all the glorious events we had envisioned in higher
dimensions would come to fruition, but we could not predict dates with accuracy
because we did not know how quickly the team on the ground would be able to assist
in the leap from the slower, more tedious timeline you were on to something more
positive. This was only possible for them, in turn, when all of you were able to
raise the vibrations high enough for them to enact the timeline jump.
In other words, the chain of events begins and ends with all of you. When we have
described the events to come, we always describe the most positive scenario, since
our describing it and your envisioning it as a result of reading our messages is the
first step in creating the new reality. We then watch and encourage you to raise
your vibrations so that your ground crew will have the positive energy flow needed
to lift all of humankind to the next higher timeline.
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